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BACKGROUND: New resident work-hour restrictions are
expected to result in further increases in the number of
handoffs between inpatient care providers, a known risk
factor for poor outcomes. Strategies for improving the
accuracy and efficiency of provider sign-outs are needed.

OBJECTIVE: To develop and test a judgment-based scale
for conveying the risk of clinical deterioration.

DESIGN: Prospective observational study.

SETTING: University teaching hospital.

SUBJECTS: Internal medicine clinicians and patients.

MEASUREMENTS: The Patient Acuity Rating (PAR), a 7-
point Likert score representing the likelihood of a patient
experiencing a cardiac arrest or intensive care unit (ICU)
transfer within the next 24 hours, was obtained from
physicians and midlevel practitioners at the time of sign-
out. Cross-covering physicians were blinded to the results,
which were subsequently correlated with outcomes.

RESULTS: Forty eligible clinicians consented to participate,
providing 6034 individual scores on 3419 patient-days.
Seventy-four patient-days resulted in cardiac arrest or ICU
transfer within 24 hours. The average PAR was 3 6 1 and
yielded an area under the receiver operator characteristics
curve (AUROC) of 0.82. Provider-specific AUROC values
ranged from 0.69 for residents to 0.85 for attendings (P ¼
0.01). Interns and midlevels did not differ significantly from
the other groups. A PAR of 4 or higher corresponded to a
sensitivity of 82% and a specificity of 68% for predicting
cardiac arrest or ICU transfer in the next 24 hours.

CONCLUSIONS: Clinical judgment regarding patient
stability can be reliably quantified in a simple score with the
potential for efficiently conveying complex assessments of
at-risk patients during handoffs between healthcare
members. Journal of Hospital Medicine 2011;6:475–479.
VC 2011 Society of Hospital Medicine

Recently released Accreditation Council for Graduate
Medical Education (ACGME) recommendations, set to
take effect in 2011, place further limits on resident duty
hours, which are expected to result in additional hand-
offs of patients between inpatient providers.1 The
increase in these handoffs following the prior set of
ACGME recommendations in 2003 has been cited as a
potential etiology for the underwhelming effects of the
duty hour restrictions on patient outcomes, whereby
the benefits of well-rested physicians are theorized to be
offset by increased harm associated with discontinuous
care, especially in high-risk patients.2 In 2007, an Insti-
tute of Medicine committee on the topic recommended
improving handovers to make the transfer of patient

responsibility and information more effective and less
error prone.3

Several strategies have been proposed, but an ideal
way to quickly transfer complex medical information
on numerous patients remains to be identified. A
standardized metric of a patient’s risk level, if accu-
rate, has the potential to summarize how stable or
unstable a patient might be. We hypothesized that
clinicians would be able to quantify their judgments
regarding the stability of their inpatients and that this
measure would correlate with impending clinical dete-
rioration as determined by cardiac arrest or intensive
care unit (ICU) transfer within the next 24 hours.

METHODS
Study Design

We developed the Patient Acuity Rating (PAR), a 7-
point Likert scale to quantify clinician judgment
regarding the stability of inpatients outside the ICU,
and conducted a prospective study of its diagnostic ac-
curacy for predicting impending clinical deterioration
in an academic tertiary care hospital. Providers were
prospectively surveyed once per call-cycle, on the day
after patient admission, and asked to rate each of
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their patients on their likelihood of suffering a cardiac
arrest or being transferred to the ICU. The scale was
anchored at both ends, with a PAR of 1 correspond-
ing to extreme unlikelihood of suffering a cardiac
arrest or requiring emergent ICU transfer within the
next 24 hours, and a PAR of 7 corresponding with
extreme likelihood (Figure 1). A score of 4 suggested
neither likely nor unlikely to experience an event. No
further anchors were provided.

Study Setting and Participants

This study was conducted at The University of Chi-
cago Medical Center, an academic, tertiary care facil-
ity with approximately 600 inpatient beds. Subjects
involved both the clinicians who provided PAR scores
and the patients upon whom the PAR scores and out-
comes were based. The clinicians included internal
medicine interns, residents, and attending physicians,
as well as midlevel providers (nurse practitioners or
physician assistants). Clinicians were eligible for inclu-
sion if they cared for patients on one of nine adult
ward services between January and June 2008. They
were included in the study if they consented to partici-
pate. Housestaff, with medicine attending supervision,
covered patients on seven general medicine services,
while midlevel practitioners, also with medicine
attending supervision, covered patients on two hepa-
tology and transplant services.
Providers were independently surveyed once per

call-cycle (every 2 to 4 days depending on the service)
by study personnel regarding each of their patients,
and instructed not to consult with other members of
the team regarding their PAR score assignments. All
patients for whom a participating clinician provided a
PAR score were included in the analysis. Clinician sub-
jects were carefully surveyed at the end of their work
day, just prior to, or immediately following, their hand-
over to the cross-covering physician, so as to minimize
the risk that they might alter their plan and transfer a
patient to the ICU based on the PAR score.

Data Analysis

PAR scores were entered into a database (Excel,
Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA) and then
linked to patient demographic and outcome data
obtained from hospital administrative databases.
Weighted kappa statistics were used to evaluate inter-
rater reliability. Ordinal trend testing was used to cor-
relate the PAR with patient outcomes by provider. In
addition, receiver operator characteristics (ROC)
curves were constructed, and area under the curve
(AUC) calculated and compared among providers

using paired chi-squared statistics. Sensitivities and
specificities were determined for each theoretical PAR
cutoff. Clustered multivariate logistic regression was
used to adjust for provider, service, and individual
patient. All calculations were performed using a statis-
tical software application (Stata, College Station, TX).

Approval

The study protocol, consent, and data collection
mechanisms were approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the University of Chicago Medical
Center. Waiver of consent provisions were used for
patients on the basis of minimal harm and general
impracticability, while a written consent process was
used for patient care providers. Collection of patient
information was designed to comply with the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
regulations.

RESULTS
During the study period, 140/159 (88.1%) eligible
clinicians consented to participate. Of these clinicians,
45 (32.1%) were intern physicians, 40 (28.6%) were
resident physicians, 51 (36.4%) were attending physi-
cians, and 4 (2.9%) were midlevel providers. They
provided PAR scores on 1663 distinct patients over
the course of 2019 separate admissions. Table 1 shows
the patient and admission demographics grouped by the
type of medical service: general medicine teaching or
multispecialty non-teaching. Severity of illness assign-
ments were determined using All Patient Refined
Diagnosis Related Group (APR-DRG) methodology,
which incorporates features such as principle diagno-
sis at admission, co-morbidities, complications during

FIG. 1. Patient Acuity Rating scale. Abbreviations: ICU, intensive care unit.

TABLE 1. Patient and Admission Characteristics

Characteristic

General

Medicine

Teaching

Services

Multispecialty

Non-Teaching

Services P-Value

Patients (n) 1,373 290 NA
Admissions (n) 1,660 359 NA
Age, mean (SD) years 57 (21) 57 (13) 0.73
Women, n (%) 1,006 (61) 173 (48) <0.001
Race, n (%) <0.001
White 203 (12) 133 (37)
Black 1,129 (68) 125 (35)
Hispanic 26 (2) 34 (9)
Asian 11 (1) 10 (3)
Other/unknown 291 (18) 57 (16)

Severity of illness, n (%) <0.001
Minor 121 (7) 2 (1)
Moderate 461 (28) 44 (12)
Major 677 (41) 179 (50)
Extreme 329 (20) 123 (34)
N/A 77 (4) 11 (3)

Discharged home, n (%) 1,347 (81) 282 (79) 0.25
Expired (not hospice), n (%) 25 (2) 28 (8) <0.001

Abbreviation: N/A, not applicable.
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admission, age, and gender.4,5 The multispecialty
patients were more likely to be male, have a higher se-
verity of illness, and die during the hospitalization,
when compared to general medicine patients.
A total of 6034 individual PAR scores from 3419

patient-days were obtained, which represented a
response rate of 74.3%. The average PAR was 2.9 6
1.4. Table 2 shows the inter-rater reliability between
providers. Weighted kappa statistics ranged from 0.32
(for interns and attendings) to 0.43 (for midlevels and
attendings), representing moderate inter-rater reliabil-
ity. No comparison was made between midlevel pro-
viders and interns or residents, as these participants
never cared for the same patients on the same day.
Seventy-four of the 3419 patient-days (2.2%) ended

in cardiac arrest or unplanned ICU transfer. The dis-
tribution of clinical deterioration by average PAR,
along with sensitivity and specificity values, are shown
in Table 3. Using a cutoff value of �5 yielded a sensi-
tivity of 62.2% and a specificity of 84.6%. Lowering
the threshold to �4 increased the sensitivity to 82.4%
but decreased the specificity to 68.3%. This corre-
sponded with a combined AUC of 0.82 [95% CI
0.77, 0.87] (Table 4). Provider-specific AUC values
ranged from a low of 0.69 [95% CI 0.59, 0.78] for
residents to a high of 0.84 [95% CI 0.78, 0.90] for
attendings on general medicine (P ¼ 0.01). The
remaining values were not statistically different from
one another. Figure 2 shows the provider-specific per-
centage of patients deteriorating by PAR. The risk of
clinical deterioration decreased in logarithmic fashion
as the PAR decreased for all provider types (P <
0.001). These results were confirmed using multivari-
ate logistic regression adjusting for provider, service,
and individual patient (data not shown). In addition,
we found no significant differences in AUC values
between attendings in terms of years in practice or

specialty, however, the study was not powered to
detect such differences.

DISCUSSION
Physicians frequently depend on subjective judgments
in their decision making.6 However, these judgments
are difficult to communicate succinctly and hard to
compare among clinicians. We have developed a sim-
ple tool for quantifying provider judgment, which
yields moderate inter-rater reliability, and good accu-
racy in predicting which floor patients may suffer car-
diac arrest or emergent ICU transfer in the next 24
hours at an academic medical center.
Physicians routinely use written sign-outs to convey

important information to covering physicians during
the handoff process, with the result being loss of in-
formation and decreased communication.7,8 A recent
study found that sign-outs are frequently lacking com-
prehensive data, with the least commonly conveyed
information being the patient’s current clinical condi-
tion.9 The PAR has the potential to improve clinician
handoffs by succinctly summarizing a patient’s risk
level. This need is made even more pressing by the
ACGME’s new resident duty hour restrictions and
impending further increase in handoffs, a known cor-
relate with inpatient morbidity and mortality.10 The

TABLE 2. Weighted Kappa Statistics by Provider Pair

Provider Pair

Observations

(n)

Agreement

(%)

Weighted

Kappa

Interns vs residents 1,006 87.1 0.42
Residents vs attendings 1,012 82.5 0.35
Interns vs attendings 1,026 84.4 0.32
Midlevels vs attendings 208 85.0 0.43

TABLE 3. Patient Acuity Rating (PAR) Sensitivities
and Specificities

PAR

All

Patients (n)

Decompensating

Patients (n)

Sensitivity

(%)

Specificity

(%)

7 40 12 16.2 99.2
�6 184 30 40.5 95.4
�5 561 46 62.2 84.6
�4 1,120 61 82.4 68.3
�3 2,044 69 93.2 41.0
�2 3,005 73 98.6 12.3
� 1 3,419 74 100.0 0.0

TABLE 4. Area Under the Patient Acuity Rating (PAR)
Receiver Operator Characteristics Curve by Provider

Service Provider

Observations

(n)

PAR, median

(IQR)

AUROC

(95% CI)

General medicine Interns 1,567 3 (2-4) 0.79 (0.70, 0.88)
General medicine Residents 1,611 3 (2-4) 0.69 (0.59, 0.78)*
General medicine Attendings 1,791 3 (2-4) 0.84 (0.78, 0.90)*
Multispecialty Attendings 823 3 (2-4) 0.88 (0.79, 0.97)
Multispecialty Midlevels 242 3 (2-4) 0.80 (0.64, 0.95)
Combined All 3,419 3 (2-4) 0.82 (0.77, 0.87)

Abbreviations: AUROC, area under the receiver operator characteristics curve; CI, confidence interval;
IQR, interquartile range.
* The only significant difference in pair-wise comparison occurred between residents and attendings (P ¼
0.01).

FIG. 2. Percent of patients showing clinical deterioration to the point of

cardiac arrest or intensive care unit (ICU) transfer by Patient Acuity Rating

(PAR) and provider. Ordinal trend P-value was <0.001 for each provider.
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PAR could be added to the sign-out and updated
nightly to readily summarize the judgments of the pri-
mary inpatient providers for the covering physician
who has little, if any, personal knowledge of the
patient at hand.
While ours is the first to examine the correlation

between physician judgment and clinical deterioration
on the floors, several studies have evaluated the accu-
racy of clinical judgment in predicting mortality of
critically ill hospitalized patients. In the study to
understand prognoses and preferences for outcomes
and risks of treatments (SUPPORT), for example,
physicians accurately predicted 180-day mortality of
ICU patients with an AUC of 0.78.11 Similar studies
in the neonatal intensive care setting revealed greater
than 80% predictive ability to identify those patients
who would be intubated or fail to survive.12 These in-
tuitive judgments have faired well when compared to
previously validated ICU-based physiologic scoring
systems, such as the Acute Physiology, Age, Chronic
Health Evaluation (APACHE) system. A meta-analysis
of studies which compared physician intuition to vari-
ous physiologic scoring systems found intuition to be
significantly better at predicting ICU mortality with
an AUC of 0.85 compared to 0.63, P ¼ 0.002.13

Physiology-based scoring systems, relying on routine
vital signs, have been developed for non-ICU inpa-
tients. Smith and colleagues14 recently conducted a
systematic review and identified 33 distinct scoring sys-
tems, which they independently validated on a single
data set for the ability of the admission score to predict
overall hospital mortality. The resulting AUC values
ranged from 0.66 to 0.78.14 In a prospective study,
Kho and colleagues used an electronic medical record
(EMR) to generate real-time risk scores for use in sur-
veillance rounds by their Rapid Response Team
(RRT).15 Their scoring system relied on systolic blood
pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, temperature, oxy-
gen saturation, age, and body mass index. The resulting
score yielded an AUC of 0.72, with a sensitivity of
88% and specificity of 48% using a cutoff of 3, or
34% and 86% using a cutoff of 5, for predicting code
call, cardiopulmonary arrest, or transfer to an ICU.
Similar to the latter study, using the PAR for RRT sur-
veillance would allow an institution to set its threshold
according to available resources. For example, the team
could first evaluate all the patients with a PAR score of
7, followed by those who received a score of 6 and so
on. Using the data from the current study, evaluating
all the patients with scores of 5, 6, or 7 would require
assessing 16% of the patients in order to identify 62%
of the events. Adding patients with a score of 4 would
require assessing one-third of the floor patients, but
would identify 82% of subsequent deteriorations.
Although the objective nature of physiology-based

scoring systems makes them very appealing, they have
two significant limitations. The first is that these scor-
ing systems either require manual vital sign data entry

and score calculation, which can be labor intensive
and impractical, or technological solutions such as an
EMR, which are costly and therefore cannot be applied
broadly to all hospitalized patients. In fact, in a recent
survey of U.S. hospitals, only 1.5% were found to have
a comprehensive EMR on all units.16 Additionally, they
are limited by the quality of the data input. This is par-
ticularly true for the case of respiratory rate and mental
status, which are frequently unreliably measured and
documented in current practice.17,18 The PAR score has
the benefit of being readily generated in minimal time by
a broad range of providers, as we have demonstrated.
Furthermore, it is well known that vital signs do not

capture the full clinical picture, which is why most
RRT activation criteria include a vague catch-all trigger
for provider worry or concern.19,20 Interestingly, this
trigger is frequently one of the top cited reasons for acti-
vating the RRT,21,22 and is missed by any automated
track-and-trigger scoring system which relies only on
quantitative clinical assessments such as vital signs. The
PAR allows this concern to be quantified, either for
addition to a physiology-based track-and-trigger system,
or for use on its own, as we have done here.
It is interesting to note that, in this study, attending

physician judgment was most predictive and resident
judgment the least. One explanation may be that clini-
cal judgment optimally requires both experience and
‘‘at-the-bedside’’ data. While attendings have the most
experience, the amount of time interns spend at the
bedside collecting data may offset their relative inex-
perience.23,24 In contrast, residents generally spend
less time at the bedside than interns and have only
marginally more experience,25 suggesting that either
strong clinical experience or a good amount of time at
the bedside are required for the best assessments of
risk. This is supported by the close agreement between
the attendings and midlevels, who likely spend a com-
parable amount of time at the bedside as interns.
There are several imitations to this study. First,

there may be respondent bias in those who chose to
participate and the days in which they provided
scores. We would expect this bias to work against the
null hypothesis if providers with better clinical judg-
ment were more inclined to participate, and were less
likely to provide scores when they were very busy,
and thus may have had less time to assess patients.
However, the enrollment and response rates were
quite good (88% and 74%, respectively) which likely
mitigates against this bias. Another limitation is that
the study was conducted at a single institution, and
only on medical patients, which may limit its general-
izability to other institutions and patient populations.
Also, intern performance during this January through
June period may not reflect their performance earlier
in their training year. In addition, we did not have
physiologic data available for the patients, and thus
were not able to compare the PAR directly to a physi-
ology-based scoring system. Finally, it is theoretically
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possible that a provider could decide on the PAR and
then transfer the patient to the ICU based on their
score. However, we carefully surveyed physicians and
nurse practitioners at the time of sign-out, when they
had finished their clinical work for the day, to mini-
mize this risk. We also instructed providers not to
share their PAR score with the covering physicians to
avoid introduction of bias on the part of the cross-
covering physician.
This was a pilot study designed to measure the cor-

relation between PAR scores and patient outcomes.
The PAR has the potential to be added to any handoff
system as a way to convey individual severity of ill-
ness for patients. In addition, it has the potential for
use in risk stratifying patients for interventions, such
as increased vital sign monitoring or heightened sur-
veillance by cross-covering physicians or Rapid Response
Teams. One could imagine instructing interns to have a
low threshold of concern for patients with high PAR
scores, and even formalizing procedures for rounding on
such patients a second time during the day or overnight,
when on call. Future studies will be required to test its
use in clinical practice, which would ideally include a
randomized-controlled trial.
We conclude that clinical judgment regarding floor

patient stability is quantifiable in a readily obtained,
low-technology score that has moderate inter-rater
reliability and a good ability to distinguish patients
who will suffer a cardiac arrest or require ICU trans-
fer within the next 24 hours. Due to its simple and
easy to administer nature, the PAR has the potential
to be a useful tool for efficiently conveying complex
assessments from one member of the healthcare team
to another, thereby improving handoffs and identify-
ing patients at risk of clinical deterioration who might
benefit from earlier intervention.
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